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Castleton Corner 

48” x 48” 

REQUIRED KIT:  $17.00 

Includes color handout, custom acrylic templates, re-useable foun-

dation piecing stencil and foundation paper that stays in the quilt 

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS and PRE-CUTTING 

 

Cream  -  2-1/2 yards 

(16) 7” squares  (HST) 

(12)   6-1/2” squares  (Solid square) 

(120)   3” x 4” rectangles (BG Spires) 

(2)  5-1/2” squares cut on diagonal  (Split Pie) 

 

Focus Fabric  -  1-1/2 yards 

(16) 7” squares  (HST) 

(16)   6” squares  (Split BG) 

 

Purple  -  1 yard 

(32)   3-1/2” squares (Connector) 

(5)   2-1/2” x WOF (Binding) 

 

Gold -  5/8 yard 

(4)  8” squares  (BG) 

(16)   4-1/2” squares (Pie) 
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Pink  -  3/4 yard 

(16)   6” squares (Split BG) 

Scraps from cutting background piece (Split Pie) 

 

Teal  -  3/4 yard 

(90)   2-1/2” x 3-1/2” rectangles (Spires) 

 

Green  -  1/4 yard 

(10)   2-1/2” x 3-1/2” rectangles (Spires) 

1/4” foot—NO flange or seam guide 

Pigma brush tip or chisel tip pen 

8-1/2” or 9-1/2” ruler (I use Omnigrid) 

Throughout the class, Linda will demonstrate 
how to make an optional miniature (Kit $15)  - 
using the scraps and cutaways of the main 
project.   Linda suggests purchasing an extra 
1/4 yard each of the Focus fabric and the 
Cream. 

FABRIC KITS are available through: 

www.ascarletthread.com 
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My quilt was made using the gorgeous fabrics 

from Banyan Batiks!     

Please use this chart to help you with your fabric 

selection.   

SAMPLE FABRIC BANYAN BATIK  
SKU Number/Collection 

MY FABRIC 

Cream 

 

Banyan BFF  81600-11  Vanilla  

Focus  Banyan BFF  81600-72 Citrus Green  

Purple Banyan BFF  81600-85 Pansy  

Pink Ketan  81000-282  

Gold Banyan BFF  81600-54  

Teal Ketan  81000-625  

Green Ketan  81000-710  


